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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

From the seven types of love: Liking, Infatuated love, Romantic love, 

Companionate love, Fatuous love, Consummate love and Empty Love, the writer 

interprets that companionate love, liking, and romantic love exist in the character 

of the story. Love in Mia’s family will show that companionate love happens 

there, then love between Adam and Mia will prove that romantic love exists in 

both characters, finally love between Kim and Mia will explain that liking is 

reflected in both of them.   

Companionate love is shown between Mia and her parents. Mia’s parents 

always support her carrier as a cellist. Her grandparents also support, her Gran 

carry her to Juilliard audition. When Mia feels nervous to play her cello in 

Juilliard audition, her father makes a joke until she does not feel it again. This 

love also shows Mia’s love toward her little brother (Teddy), she always takes 

care of him. When Mia is in comma condition, her grandparents, uncle, and aunt 

support her to be alive. Her grandparents always make a conersation to her, that it 

is their effort to get her life. Although, they know that it is difficult.  

Romantic love between Adam and Mia is reflected when Adam sees Mia 

playing cello in her practice. Adam interests with Mia because Mia is different 

than other girls. Mia shows her love to Adam by going to Yo-Yo Ma concern with 

him. When, Mia is in comma, Adam wants to visit Mia in ICU room; he does 
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everything until he can come to ICU. Adam tries to be always beside her, his 

desire is the same like Mia’s family desire. He wants Mia to keep alive, even he 

promises that he will do everything which Mia wants. If Mia wants Adam to go 

out from his band, he will do it. He plays Yo-Yo Ma music and he murmurs by 

asking Mia to be alive. Adam plays it because he knows that it is the best way and 

the best music to make Mia concious. 

Liking can be seen between Mia and Kim. They are really best friend until 

every people knows about their friendship. Sometimes, Mia comes to Kim’s party 

every year. Usually best friend always wear the same color or mode of dress, they 

ever debate and it makes Mia angry. When they debate about a novel which is 

Mia’s favorite, Kim has bad comment about that novel. That moment makes them 

for not chatting together but it does not happen for a long time. Mia also has close 

relationship with Kim’s family. So when Mia is in comma, Kim’s mother also 

feels sad when she knows about Mia’s condition. Kim also prays for Mia, she 

thinks that she does not have best friend if Mia dies.  

 


